GrowMatica (www.growmatica.com) is a rapidly growing Warsaw-based company that provides outsourced sales and business development (account or business development) services for products and services being offered by top companies, with emphasis on the business-to-business software/technology sector.

GROW is looking for a young, aspiring, motivated and talented intern in the field of market research who will have the unique opportunity to be a part of a winning team in a fast-paced growing organization.

GrowMatica is targeting for:

**Web Research Detective (m/f)**

Full or part-time intern position  
Location: Warsaw head office

**Your responsibilities include:**

- Doing research for sales and marketing related projects
- Finding companies across Europe and identifying appropriate contacts by using social networks
- Expanding and maintaining contact details in our CRM
- Combining a variety of web sources and research tools to enrich relevant contact information
- Sharing of insights and improvement ideas with the team
- Reporting status and results to management board

**Qualification required:**

- Proficient Internet skills including social networks like LinkedIn, facebook, Google+, Twitter
- Self-motivated, well-organised and creative team-player with high energy level
- Very good knowledge of English
- One other language (German, Italian, French, Spanish, Swedish)
- Polish language skills are not required
- Ideally a student of one of the following subjects: economics, finance, linguistics, psychology
- Living location in Warsaw

**We offer:**

- Paid Internship plus bonus
- Flexible working hours
- Work in an international and cross-cultural environment
- Great job experience and possibility for your personal growth
- Friendly atmosphere
- Possibility for longer employment for the best interns
- Letter of recommendation and references

**How to join GROW:**

Ready for GROW? Advance your career with us! Come and gain experience and become part of our team! Send your resume in English to career@growmatica.com and after reviewing your resume, GROW will reach out to you.

Please enclose the following statement: “I hereby agree for processing the following personal information strictly for the purposes of job recruitment in accordance with the regulation for the protection of personal data passed on the following day: 29.08.97r. Dz.U nr 133 poz. 883.”

**Validity:** 28.07.2015 – 31.08.2015